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VocaLabs Awards Liberty Wireless Highest Marks for Customer Service
-- "A" Ratings in all Categories Only Achieved by less than five percent of Applications Tested --

Eden Prarie, Minn., April 6, 2004 - Vocal Laboratories, the authority in measuring customers' experiences, today announced it
has awarded Liberty Wireless, a leading independent provider of pay-as-you-go nationwide wireless phone service, an "A"
rating in caller satisfaction, call completion and call consistency. The VocaLabs study specifically measured Liberty's self-
service applications, provided by BeVocal, for account balance, minute refill  and bill payment. The applications each finished in
the top tier in overall caller satisfaction, call completion and call consistency levels across all customer service operations that
VocaLabs has studied, including live agents and automated systems.

"When we evaluated Liberty Wireless' voice-automated self-service applications, we found that Liberty's system provides a
superior level of overall customer service," commented Peter U. Leppik, CEO of VocaLabs. "Using BeVocal's speech recognition
applications, Liberty Wireless can provide customer service which is more consistent, more satisfying, and more likely to give
customers the information they need."

VocaLabs' study involved more than 500 panelists who each called into Liberty's voice-automated customer care system to
retrieve an account balance, buy more minutes and/or find the address and phone number of the nearest payment center. The
study measured how many call attempts were made, the total call duration, and the overall success and satisfaction of the
caller's experience. The BeVocal/Liberty Wireless application received the highest marks possible in customer satisfaction, call
completion and call consistency, an accomplishment achieved by less than five percent of the applications VocaLabs has
studied.

"VocaLabs' results clearly demonstrate that automation and customer satisfaction are not mutually exclusive," said Don
Charlton, President of Liberty Wireless. "Deploying BeVocal's self-service applications have enabled shorter call times and
greater task completion, resulting in a dramatic improvement in the level of care and service we provide to our customers.
We're pleased and honored that our commitment to providing the highest level of customer care and service has been validated
by our toughest critics - our customers."

"We are delighted that Liberty has received such high marks on its voice-automated customer care system," said Mikael Berner,
CEO of BeVocal. "Callers oftentimes want to quickly and easily access information or make a payment, without waiting to talk
to a live operator. Liberty's system enables callers to do just that, and the result is a win-win situation. Callers are more
satisfied and Liberty saves money by automating many routine transactions."

About Vocal Laboratories

Vocal Laboratories delivers statistically reliable feedback on the user friendliness of telephone based customer service whether
delivered via traditional call centers or self-serve technology. Clients are end user enterprises, call center consultants,
application providers and equipment vendors. Only VocaLabs has the unique methodology to evaluate a customer contact
application at any stage of development from prototype through existing services quickly, cost effectively and with maximum
accuracy.

For more information: 
Jessica Ament 
Vocal Laboratories, Inc. 
952-941-6580 X 202 



jament@vocalabs.com 
www.vocalabs.com

About Liberty Wireless

Liberty Wireless (www.libertywireless.com) is a leading independent provider of pay-as-you-go nationwide cell phone service,
delivering the most affordable, flexible and reliable all-digital service available. Liberty Wireless combines the best features of a
major national wireless service provider -- nationwide, digital coverage and low-cost talk time -- with the flexibility, simplicity,
and built-in cost controls of pay-as-you-go service. Liberty is owned and operated by StarNumber, Inc.

For more information:
Heather Ickes 
Merritt Group, Inc. for Liberty Wireless 
703.556.6836 
ickes@merrittgrp.com

About BeVocal

BeVocal's customizable, packaged speech solutions help enterprises and service providers to reduce operating costs while
significantly improving customer service. Working with reusable modules that have been already been deployed and optimized
for usability, BeVocal's professional services team can deliver high quality customer service applications in as little as six weeks.
BeVocal also provides a carrier grade application hosting environment, and tools for customers and partners to build high
quality voice applications using the industry's top VoiceXML development environment. BeVocal is headquartered in Mountain
View, California. For more information, go to www.bevocal.com or call 650-641-1459.
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